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It didn’t occur to me
to keep track of how many peanut butter and jelly sandwiches 
I’d eaten until the loaf of bread was nearing its last slices. That 
had been the plan, after all: to survive on PB&J, tortilla chips, 
apples, and carrots, as well as the occasional gas station treat 
and breakfast or dinner out. 

I was on the last stretch of my 10-day solo road trip from 
Minnesota to Yellowstone, down through Utah, over to Colorado, 
and back home. The final tally of miles would be 3,888; as for the 
number of hours spent alone in my car, I’m not sure. I don’t keep 
track of my time on the road in hours or minutes, rather land-
scapes and experiences and weather and seeing how long I can 
go without pulling into a rest stop. 

The most frequent question I’m asked when people find out 
I travel alone is, “But don’t you get lonely?” My go-to, wrap-
this-conversation-up answer is no. My more complex, this-will-
require-further-discussion answer is sometimes. 

As in:
When you pull into a picnic area in middle-of-nowhere Montana 

after failing to find the trail that you’d intended to spend the 
afternoon hiking and the bathroom is locked and you have to eat 
your sandwich next to an abandoned playground that looks even 
more lonely than the rolling, empty hills surrounding it: yes, it 
feels lonely. 

Or when you go to a bar after driving for 13 hours and the 
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bartender chooses to talk to his server friends instead of you and 
you’re flanked by couples holding hands and talking in their secret 
couples’ language: yes, it feels lonely. 

Ditto for seeing something hilarious and not having anyone to 
laugh with, or pulling into a hotel when it’s raining and dark and 
the lobby is abandoned and you sense you’re not in the safest city 
in Colorado, but you’re too tired to keep driving, so you walk in 
with your head high and fist clenched and don’t exhale until the 
deadbolt on your room door is in place and you’ve ensured there 
are no bed bugs looking to bunk up with you. 

But those are fleeting, temporary blips in the otherwise exhila-
rating, meditative, interesting, and informative experience that is 
solo travel. 

My solo travel days began five years ago. I was working for a 
lifestyle magazine and was the only person with a flexible enough 
schedule to go off for days at a time to research and fact-check 
upcoming travel stories. At first it wasn’t easy. I felt exposed and 
judged asking for a table for one and wandering unfamiliar city 
streets by myself. I didn’t yet know that planning ahead—namely 
writing down directions, restaurant addresses, and phone num-
bers—was key, because WiFi isn’t always available and mobile 
networks fail without notice. 

Eventually I learned to enjoy the freedom that came with being 
the sole decision-maker in any given situation. Where do you want 
to eat? What do you want to see? What do you not want to see? 
How do you want to spend the morning? Afternoon? Evening? Do 
you like this bar? What about this radio station? All of it is up to 
you. No one will be disappointed if you decide, say, to forgo freez-
ing your butt off for a second night of camping in Yellowstone, tell 
the park ranger to keep your $20 deposit, and drive to Jackson 
Hole, calling every hotel you pass, negotiating a deal on a room, 
and savoring a shower so hot it makes you forget the hours you 
spent shivering in that godforsaken tent the night before. Every 
decision—good, bad, and in between—is your own and affects 
only you. How often do you get to say that in life? 

I’ll readily admit that solo travel is not for everyone. It works for 
me because I love planning, researching, driving, and getting lost in 
my head for hours at a time. I don’t mind spending time alone with 
only my ideas and observations as entertainment. I find it freeing 
to not have to worry about balancing my wants and needs with 
someone else’s, and to give myself permission to change my mind 
without feeling guilty about how it might affect my travel partner’s 
overall experience. 
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The potential solo traveler should take all of this into consid-
eration. Also important to remember: It’s okay if solo travel isn’t 
for you. If the idea of embarking on a trip without a travel buddy 
makes you feel anxious and nauseated instead of excited and 
eager, maybe it’s not for you. If you can’t sit alone for 10 minutes at 
your neighborhood coffee shop without updating social media to 
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see if anyone can join you, maybe it’s not for you. If you consider 
an experience to be most impactful when shared with someone 
else, maybe it’s not for you. 

But if you’re on the fence—if you’re not sure you’d love it, but 
you’re also not convinced you’d hate it—why not try? Why not 
plan a weekend getaway and see what happens when you’re on 
your own for a couple days? 

Some of my favorite travel moments have come when I’m on a 
trip alone. Standing in awe of a double rainbow in Arches National 
Park without feeling the need to find the words to describe my 
wonderment. Walking for miles around New York City discover-
ing neighborhoods I didn’t know existed while losing myself in 
the surrounding sights, smells, sounds, and emotions. Practicing 
my Spanish with a bartender who in turn practices making a new 
cocktail for me, both of us sharing and learning a little bit about 
ourselves in the process. Waking up before dawn to drive through 
Yellowstone without the usual backdrop of thousands of tourists. 
Taking an impromptu hike in the Berkshires that results in a breath-
taking panorama of green trees, blue skies, and perfect clouds, all 
observed while standing on a giant boulder that puts me above it 
all, on the top of my own little world. 

Every trip has the potential to be weird or wonderful, life chang-
ing or ordinary. All the planning in the world can’t guarantee which 
way an experience will go, but having an open mind and the willing-
ness to fail in addition to succeed helps guarantee a trip will leave 
you changed for better. 

That’s what I’ve learned through traveling in general, and trav-
eling alone in particular. That and peanut butter and jelly sand-
wiches go great with everything from coffee and water to wine and 
whiskey. Because let’s be honest: there’s a time and place for each 
of those when on a trip. 


